Cryptic splice site activation during RNA processing of MLL/AF4 chimeric transcripts in infants with t(4;11) positive ALL.
Co-expression of multiple variants of the MLL/AF4 fusion transcript is a common phenomenon in patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) with t(4;11)(q21;q23). Different transcriptional and post-transcriptional mechanisms were found to contribute to the heterogeneity of the chimeric transcripts. Multiple splice variants are generated by utilizing alternative splice sites that result in the joining of different MLL-exons within the breakpoint cluster region to one of three exons in the AF4 fusion partner. To address the question of how splice site selection occurs during RNA processing, we investigated der(11) transcripts in 10 infants with t(4;11) positive ALL. Specific RT-PCR products were analyzed by Southern blot hybridization, SSCP, endonuclease digestion, cloning and sequencing. In patients co-expressing as many as six different chimeric mRNA species, activation of cryptic splice sites has been detected in MLL-exons 8 and 10. This led to the formation of four novel transcript variants, three of which maintained open reading frames (ORFs). Patients with cryptic donor site activation in MLL-exon 8 did not have any MLL-exon 8/AF4 transcripts using the authentic 5' splice site, although this site is 100% homologous to the consensus sequence. However, since MLL-exon 8 does not end in-phase, the use of the authentic splice site would result in loss of the ORF of the fusion message. The activated cryptic splicing sites are located in the vicinity of the polypurine stretches present in MLL-exons 8 and 10, which are known to function as splicing enhancers recognized by SR proteins. We postulate that both the nonsense-mediated decay eliminating correctly spliced MLL-exon 8/AF4 mRNAs and activation of suboptimal splicing sites contribute to the diversity of MLL/AF4 RNA species.